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1. INTRODUCTION 
This note is the continuation of [3]. So we shall use all the notations and 
results of [3] without explaining them again here. In [3] we considered the 
spaces &,,(RJ and Q,,,, (R,) (and their restrictions on &+), where 
O<s<co; l<p<co; l.<q,<cc and --co<~<co. The index s 
indicates the order of differentiation, while p represents the weight function. 
The restriction s > 0 was essentially for the definition of these spaces. The 
same restriction appears in all papers, known to the author, dealing with 
the interpolation theory for spaces with weights (in particular in Chapter 3 
of [2]). (Of course, one can define spaces with negative order of differentiation 
by duality. But what is meant here is the constructive definition, where the 
duality is a consequence of such a definition.) On the other hand it is well- 
known that for the Lebesgue spaces HPS(R,) and the Besov spaces B&JR,) 
without weights there exist constructive descriptions for all values of s; 
-cn < s < cc [2, Chap. 2; or 11, and the references given there). So it will 
be desirable to extend the definition of spaces with weights on values s < 0. 
This will be done systematically in the forthcoming paper [4]. The main tool 
will be the extension of the Michlin-Hormander multiplier theorem (respec- 
tively its vector-valued generalization obtained in 2.2.4 in [2] or in [l, 
Theorem 3.51) onL,-spaces with weights. But for special spaces with weights, 
there exists a simple other method, which will be described here for spaces 
of Kudrjavcev type. But this method is not restricted on these spaces. 
Section 2 contains the definitions and first results. In Section 3 we shall prove 
a duality theorem, and Section 4 deals with the interpolation of these spaces. 
2. THE SPACES b&,(R,J AND f&JRn) 
Ii, denotes the Euclidean n-space. Bi,JR,), where --OO < s < CO; 
1 <p < co; and 1 < q < co; are the usual Besov-spaces. (Definitions may 
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be found, for instance, in [l; or 2, Chap. 2].)Fi,,(R,), where ---CO < s < cg; 
1 <p < co; and 1 < q < co; are the spaces introduced in [l; 2, Chap, 21. 
It holds that 
where HDS(R,) are the Lebesgue spaces. In particular, the spaces 
GsdRJ~ min(2, P) < 4 d max(2, P), (1) 
connect the spaces H9S(R,) and B”,,,(R,). So, we shall be concerned in the 
first line with the spaces B&(R,) and the spaces in (1). 
LEMMA. Let c(x) be a complex-valued injkitely di$%rentiable function dejked 
in R, , such that all derivatives Dug(x) (’ znc usively 1 the function c(x) itself) are 
bounded, 
I W(x)1 < c, for all x E R, . 
(a) Let -CQ < s < co; 1 <p < co; and 1 <q < og. Then thereexists 
a number C > 0 depending only on a$nite number of c, (and of n, s, p, q) such 
that 
II u llB;,*~R,) G c llf llB:,*(R,) (2) 
for all f E Bi,,(R,). 
(b) Let --co <s < co; 1 <p < co, and min(2,p) <q Gmax(2,p). 
Then there exists a number C’ > 0 depending only on a finite number of c, 
(and of n, s, p, q) such that 
(3) 
for all f e F&,&R,). 
Proof. Ifs = m is a natural number, then 
G,,(Rn) = H~“YR,J = Wd’Vnh l<p<oo; 
where Wpw(R,J are the usual Sobolev spaces, normed by 
For these spaces the statements of the lemma are obvious. Using 
(If,“)’ = Hp,S, where (l/p) + (l/p’) = 1, and the fact that the multiplication 
with c(x) is a self-adjoint operation, it follows by duality that the lemma is 
true for Hpm(R,), too. (m is again a natural number). Now we use inter- 
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polation methods. The spaces B&(R,); where -cc < s < CD; 1 <p <: cr; 
and 1 < 4 < CO; can be obtained by real interpolation, and the spaces 
IIDS( where --co < s < CO; 1 <p < CO; by complex interpolation of 
IISnt(R,) and H;“‘(RJ, provided that m is a sufficiently large natural number. 
Further, it holds that1 
[If;(&), B;,,(R,)]. = IQR,); $ = v + ; . 
Hence, the spaces described in (1) are interpolation spaces of HpS(R,) and 
B&(R,). But now the lemma is a consequence of the interpolation property. 
Problem. The proof of part (b) is based on the interpolation formula (4). 
It would be of interest to give a direct proof using only the definition of 
F&(&J. Further it should be possible to extend the result on all spaces 
F&,(R,J; where -CC < s < co; 1 <p < co; I < Q < ~0.~ 
DEFINITION 1. Let Z be the system of functions described in Dejinition 1 
in [3].Let --03 < s < co; --co<p<a;andl <p<co. 
(a) 1f 1 < 4 < 00 and if {<j}~xO E 2, then 
%u(Rn) = 1s I g E WG), l/g lIb;,,,,(~,) 
(5) 
(b) If min(2, p) < 4 ,( max(2, p), and if {&}~=,, E 2, then 
f;,w(Rn> = ig I g E Wk), II g IIJ;,~,~(R~) 
(6) 
Remark 1. If g E S’(R,), then holds g& E S’(R,). Further we recall the 
meaning of the distribution (g&)(2%): If q~ E S(R,) then by definition, 
w-~)wm4 = 2-YA4%?42-~~>>* (7) 
We shall show that the spaces bi,,,,(R,J and f,“,,,,,(R,J are independent of 
the choice of the system (&}j”,s E 2 (equivalent norms !). This justifies the 
1 All assertions for the spaces B;#, , F&, , Hg8, and WPs used in this paper may be 
found in [2, Chap. 21 (or in [l]). 
2 It is not very hard to give an affirmative answer to this problem. But this will be 
done in a later paper in a more general context. 
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notation, If we assume that the above mentioned problem is solved, then 
one can extend the definition of the spacesf&,(R,) on all values I < q < 00. 
(This is also true for al1 the following results of the paper.) 
Remark 2. We set 
%,W =fzL,e&z>- (8) 
Comparison with formula (29) of [3] h s ows that the spaces ht,,(R,) coincide 
with the spaces hi,,(R,) defined there, provided that s 3 0. The same holds 
for the spaces bi,,,, (R,), provided that s > 0. Hence, the above defined 
spaces are extensions of the spaces introduced in [3] on negative values of 
derivations. 
THEOREM 1. (a) bi,g,u(R,J, where -CO <II < 03; ---CO <s < 00; 
1 <p < co; 1 < q < co; and pPmq,,(Rn); where --oo < p < 00; ---CO < 
s < 00; 1 <p < 00; min(2, p) < q < max(2, p); are Banach spaces. All 
these spaces are independent of the choice of {~j}po E 2 (equivalent norms). 
(b) Com(R,) and S(R,) are dense subsets in b&,(RJ, whue ---CO < 
p < 00; --co < s < co; 1 <p < 00; 1 < q < co; and in f&+(R,J; where 
--oo</.L<~co; --co<s<co; l<p<co; min(2,p),<q<max(2,p). 
Proof. Step 1. Let {&]& E 2 and {[j>& E Z be two systems of functions 
The definition of these systems shows 
<j(X) I,<4 = 0 for Ik--j[ >2. 
For fixed j, where j = 0, 1,2 ,..., and g E bi,a,u(R,) we obtain 
(here we set l,(x) = 0 for k < 0). N ow we apply the above lemma, whei 
c(x) must be replaced by ([i/~~zo &)(2%). The properties of the system 
{&}~=, (see [3]) yield that one can estimate all the derivations of these function 
by constants which are independent of j. Hence, it follows that 
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where c is independent of j. Using the properties of the spaces B&(&J (for 
instance their explicit definition given in [I ; or 2, Chap. 21 one obtains 
where again c’ is independent ofj. This proves the equivalence of the norms 
of bi,p.,(R,J corresponding to {&)T=, respectively {&}~-, . A similar 
conclusion may be made for the spacesf&,(R,). 
Step 2. The proof that b&,,,(R,) and fi,g),y,ll(RJ are Banach spaces can 
be obtained in a standard way. 
Step 3. Finally we must prove that COa(RJ and S(R,) are dense subsets 
in the considered spaces, provided that q < co. First we remark that 
provided that m is a sufficiently large natural number. But hT,r(R,) = 
wT,~(RJ are the Kudrjavcev spaces which can be normed by Theorem 2 of 
[3]. This yields hz,,(R,) 3 S(R,). Now it follows that 
%w,LLL(R?J 3 s&J, and f&&L) 3 WLh (9) 
where “3” is to be understood in the topological sense. ((9) is valid also 
for q = co in the case of the b-spaces). Let t(x) E COm(R,) and g E b&JR,), 
respectively g ~fi,~J&). Using again the above lemma it follows that by an 
appropriate choice of 5 the distribution gc approximates the distribution g 
in the corresponding spaces. But g[ E B&(R,), respectively g[ E F&JR,), 
can be approximated by functions belonging to Coar(R,) (and so also to 
S(R,)), provided that q < CO. This is also an approximation in the sense of 
part (b) of the theorem. 
Remark 3. It is well known that Com(R,) is not dense in B&JR&l 
Hence, C,,“(R,) is also not dense in b &,,(R,J. This justifies the following 
definition. 
DEFINITIONS. Let --CO<S<CO; I<p<co; and --co<~(oo. 
Then @ p,m,u(R,) denotes the completion of COw(R,J in b&,+(R,,). 
3. DUALITY 
The space of tempered distributions is denoted by S’(R,). It is the dual 
space to S(R,). Part (b) of Theorem 1 and (9) give the possibility to interpret 
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the dual spaces of bL,q,U (R,J and f&J&J (and hence in particular of the 
spaces Q&J and w~,JR,J) as subspaces of S’(R,). This means, that 
g E WG) belongs to (.I%,., (I?,))’ if and only if there exists a positive number 
C such that 
I g(rp)l < c II 9J IIf;,,& for all ‘p E S(R,). 
THEOREMS. (a) Let --co<s<co; lcp<oo; l<q<co; and 
--CO <p < co. Then 
where 
(11) 
(b) Let -CQ<S<OO; 1 <p<co;and -c.o<~<oo. Then 
(kq&n))’ = K&-u,Vn). (12) 
(c) Let ---co < s < co; 1 <p < co; min(2, p) < 4 < max(2, P); d 
-co<P<co.Then 
In particular 
Proof. Step 1. Let the hypotheses of part (a) be satisfied. Further let 
f~ bpf,q.,-uP,(R,J and let q~ E S(R,). We choose two systems 
where “0” indicates that 
f l,(x) =_ 2 u&c) 5% 1, 
j=O j=O 
see [3, Definition 11. Then 
409/56/2-3 
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(Here g,; ZE 0 for k < 0). Using (I$,)’ - B,;‘.,, l it follows that 
G C” lifllb;;P,,~,-,,. II ‘plla;,,.up * 
This proves f E (b~,q,pp(A,))’ and 
4L~,-uP%) = ucwdcJ)‘* (15) 
Step 2, To prove the inverse embedding of (15) we start with some 
preliminaries. Let f E (bi.,,,, (I?,))’ (C s’(Q), and let {r;i>$ be the system 
of the first step. By a good choice of this system it will be possible to construct 
a second system (7j}~zo E 2 such that 
7$(X) = 1 for x E supp & . (16) 
First we want to show that Cj”_, &j+,(x)f belongs also to (b&BS,P(R,J)‘. 
Here k = 0, 1, 2. Let 9) E S(R,). Using the above lemma it follows that 
This proves 
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Further one obtains &+,f E (Bz,,)’ = B8,,,qt . It fohvs that 
z-z sup <, E I 13j+kf(7?3j+kdI 
llVl!b* 
p,a,ua‘ 3=0 
sup -jJ 2n(ai+k) )(53j*J) (2”i+kX) [(r/3j+#) (23j+Jq]j . 
= ildla;,,,,,~’ j-0 
But now it is not hard to see that the last supremum can be taken separately 
in each summand. (Here one must use again the above lemma). It follows 
(18) 
3C sup 2 2n(3i+k) II 53ifkf (23~+k~)llB~:,,, II 7?3i+k9423~+“+9;,, , 
ll~ll~;,*,up~l ,50 
where c > 0. All the numbers 
a3j+k = 11 113j+k’?‘(23’+kX)j\~;,q 
can be chosen in an arbitrary way, provided that 
go a~j+k2(3j+k)(LL”-sD+n) < 1. 
Hence. one obtains 
(3jfk)(n-up’+sn’) ,I [3j+k f (23j+kx)ff,,, “’ 
1’ 
Since the last estimate holds for k = 0, 1, 2 it follows f E b-S a d-u?, &J, and 
one obtains the opposite relation to (15). This proves part (a). 
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Step 3. In the same way one proves (b) and (c). One has to use 
(&(R,)) ’ ;; q’,(R,), (F;&(Rn)) == &F.&M, 
(see [I; 2, Chap. 21). 
Remark 4. The last theorem shows that (9) can be reinforced by 
S&J C %w(Rn) C S’(W W-L) Cf;,a,uW C S’R) 
for all admissible values of the parameters. 
3. INTERPOLATION 
The interpolation theory for these spaces is rather simple: One can carry 
over the method of the proof to Theorem 3 in [3]. 
THEOREM 3. Let --co < pcLo < co; --co < cLI < 00; --co < s0 < 00; 
--c0<s,<co;l <pO<co;andl <PI-Coo; 
I<q,<~ and 1 < q1 < co for the b-spaces 
Let 0 < 0 < 1 and 
s = (1 - 0) Sg + OS,; 
1 l--o 0 
-=p,+g 
1 l---o 0 
P 
7=-g-+41; 
;=(I-@)~+@;. 
(a) If additionally p, = p, = p and s,, # s1 , then 
%.%U(R?J = (f~.P,,,,,(Rn)‘f~~*~,~,(Rn>>o,* 
= c.llodLJRn)~ b”pt4.1.up?J)o,p . 
(b) It holds that 
(b&JRn)~ b~,D,.U, @J)o,, = b;,,.,(RJ 
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(c) If additionally s, # s1 , then 
(f~~,,,,u,(R,),f~~,,,,,(Rn))o*p = %dw(Rn)~ 
(d) If additionally s, = s, = s; q,, = q1 = q and p, # p, , then 
(f~~.a.u,(Rn),f~~.~.~,(Rn>)o.e =f,“.,,.W. 
(e) It holds 
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 3 of [3]. The 
needed interpolation results for the spaces E”,,,(R,J and F&(R,) may be 
found in [2, Sect. 2.4; or 11. 
Remark 5. We recall that 
So one can formulate many special cases of the above theorem. In particular, 
the last theorem is an extension of Theorem 3 in [3]. 
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